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Woongjin Thinkbig 
Picture Book Collection

Highlights by 
Japanese Illustrators

A premium education service with books

Woongjin Think Big

Woongjin Thinkbig is the mother company of Woongjin Group, founded in 1980. 

In Woongjin Thinkbig, over 2,000 employees are trying to fulfill the mission of Woongjin Thinkbig, 

“Right Education, Great Human”.

Woongjin Thinkbig’s business is based on providing membership tutoring services, 

selling complete collection of books, and trade books and textbooks. 

Also nowadays Woongjing Thinkbig is expanding its reach to the online education services 

and smart learning, developing digitalized education solution and contents.

Woongjin Thinkbig publishes over 500 books for children and adult in a year 

and sells/buys more than 100 copyrights overseas, in USA, UK, Japan, and China, etc.
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Highlights by 
French Illustrators

Highlights by 
Korean Illustrators
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 Woongjin Thinkbig Picture books 
with AR technology

After downloading “Banana AR” application in Android market or Apple app store, 

open the pages with AR logo. Run “Banana AR” application and put the camera of smart phone 

or tablet PC toward the pages. You will see live 3-dimensional images.

AR is one kind of the virtual reality technologies, to show composed virtual images on the real-world environment. 

Using smartphone and tablet PC, 

you can see the interesting AR contents with full of live images.

Banana Rocket AR (Augmented Reality)
the virtual world with full of live images from books.

It goes beyond the limitation of the existing picture books. 

You will see 3-dimensional images such as the appearances of bone structures in a human body, 

a beautiful morning glory blooming, and astronauts in the space. 

Children can develop their imagination and scientific knowledge with AR contents.

AR from picture books
Bones In My Body

Morning Glory 
Blooming In The 
Garden

A Long Journey 
To Far Away Sea

An Expedition 
To The Rain Forest

An Expedition To The 
Cave

Let’S Become
An Astronaut

I Am A Little Architect Let’s Run, Car!

How To Meet Dinosaur

Bang!! Volcano Island
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Yun Mi-sook
Bologna Ragazzi Award with her work, <Red Bean Porridge Grandma and the Tiger> in 2004

Every winter, in African southern sea, the migration of flock of sardines occurs. 
Travel with the sardines flock and see their tough move to survive 
from many predators in the sea and above sea.

Chang Ho
The Illustrator of the Year in 2009 Bologna book fair with his work <Where is the Moon?>

Red Bean Porridge 
Grandma and the Tiger

Illustrated by Yun Mi-sook
written by Jo Ho-sang 
Sold to Taiwan, Japan

I love Every Part Of You

Illustrated by Yun Mi-sook
written by Choi Eun-jeong 
All rights available

Mongol Empire, Run Tatar!

illustrated by Chang Ho
written by Kim Nam-joong 
All rights available

Mom, There Is A Dinosaur

illustrated by Chang Ho
written by Lee Chun-young
All rights available

This book tells a story of three water drop brothers traveling 
every corner of the earth. 
Children will learn the concept of circulation in the nature.
_
written by Lee Eun-hee 
illustrated by Yun Mi-sook
32pp

_
written by Shin Dong-kyung
illustrated by Chang Ho 
28pp
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Highlights 
by Korean Illustrators
Introduces the works by well-known Korean illustrators, 

for example Bologna Ragazzi award winning author and the Bologna Illustrator of the Year. 

<An Adventure Of Three Water Drop Brothers>



 

Han Byung-ho
Golden Apples Award at Biennial of Illustrations Bratislava in 2005 with his work < I Want To Be A Bird> 

This story is retold version of the episode that was aired in 2011. 
The couple of lovebirds who couldn’t find the right place to make their nest, 
chose to make one in the balcony of an apartment. 
This is about how humans and animals can coexist in the same world.

Oh Seung-min
International NOMA Concours Honor Award in 2004, with his work <Hide and Seek>

This is about birds who are making a nest on a tree. 
Children will realize that a nest or a hole on the tree is 
special place for some birds to take a rest and get sleep.

Kim Dong-sung

This book introduces many kinds of various leaves,
for example the needle-shaped leaf, broad leaf, 
and forked leaf, etc. Children will develop the curiosity 
and interest in tree leaves.

Kim Jin-hwa

This picture book introduces animals living in the desert. 
Children will understand the way how they adapt themselves 
to survive from the heat and thirsty in the desert.The Blue with his friends

illustrated and written by 
Han Byung-ho 
All rights available

Mangchi Barks 
Whenever He Sees Me

illustrated by Oh Seung-min
written by Kong Jin-ha 
All rights available

_
written&illustrated by Han Byung-ho
28pp

_
written by Hwang Bo-yun
illustrated by Kim Dong-sung
24pp

_
written by Kim Mi-hye
illustrated by Oh Seung-min 
32pp

_
written by Kim Nan-ji 
illustrated by Kim Jin-hwa 
24pp
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Akemi Yamafuku 

For children, cave is the place to make them feel spooky and also curious at the same time. 
Let’s make an exciting expedition to the cave in this book,
in which drops of water have made rare and strange things for a very long period.

Toshitaka Sekiya

_
written by Lee Ji-hyun 
illustrated by Toshitaka Sekiya 
28pp

_
written by Lim Tae-hoon
illustrated by Akemi Yamafuku 
36pp

The story is about the volcano island which was made of 
magma exploded from deep down the ground. 
Children will understand that not only human 
but also the earth itself keeps changing like it is alive.
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Highlights by Japanese 
Illustrators
Introduces the newest titles by many renowned Japanese illustrators 

who have worked so long with many publishers in Japan. 

They have expressed their own unique viewpoint and understanding of the nature and animals through these works. 

<Bang!! Volcano Island>



 

Seizo Tashima

This is the first work of the author’s trilogy about the woods. 
This book tells about the relation between butterflies and other animals 
in the woods and also how even animal help each other in the wild nature.

Why Do We Bleed 
When We Fall Down?

illustrated by Seizo Tashima
written by Seo Bo-hyun 
Sold to China and Japan

It Is Raining

illustrated by Seizo Tashima
written by Lee Mi-ae 
Sold to Japan

On this last book of the author’s trilogy, it tries to explain 
what it is to build a right relation between humans and animals. 
An oldman who a boy ran into in the woods, tells a story about the amazing woods 
and how he gets sad and angry when human destroys the nature and animals.

_
written&illustrated by Seizo Tashima
32pp

_
written&illustrated by Seizo Tashima 
32pp

On this second work of Seizo Tashima, it is a squirrel who tells the story. 
He shows how much he is proud of the woods, where he eats, rests and sleeps.  
_
written&illustrated by Seizo Tashima
32pp
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Yasunari Murakami

It shows what growing up really means and how it makes physical differences. 
You will see a little dog, a little chick, a tadpole and lots of other animals 
turn into grown ups.

Hiroshi Abe

This book explains an organic relation between animals. 
It tells in order to get delicious strawberry, we need many kinds of insects 
like earthworm and ladybirds doing their roles in nature. 

Sizuko Wakayama Accototo 

The author went to the North pole to see a polar bear and a seal 
and drew this book based on his experience. 
A big polar bear struggling to hunt a seal shows the animals’ severe lives to survive.

_
written by Lee Sang-kyo
illustrated by Yasunari Murakami 
24pp

_
written by Kim Mi-hye
illustrated by Sizuko Wakayama 
24pp

_
written&illustrated by Hiroshi Abe 
32pp
Sold to Japan

This book shows how animals hide themselves to survive
from their predators in the wild nature. 
You will see interesting examples such as how frogs change their skin colors 
to hide and a little deer and tiger have similar patterns on skins to surroundings. 
_
written&illustrated by Accototo 
24pp
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Marie Caudry

This books shows lots of clouds with interesting shapes 
and how clouds are related to the weather for instance, raining and snowing.

Isabelle Carrier

_
written by Shin Dong-kyung
illustrated by Marie Caudry
32pp

_
written&illustrated by Isabelle Carrier
24pp

In the rain forest, plants grow up faster and species are various. 
Let’s follow the sloth guide, and see what kinds of animals and plants are living 
by the Amazon river. 

1,2,3 Splash

illustrated and written by
Isabelle Carrier 
Sold to Italy and France

* Co-edition

Higher Than Clouds

illustrated and written by
Isabelle Carrier 
Sold to Italy and France 

* Co-edition

Grey Is Pretty

illustrated and written by
Isabelle Carrier 
Sold to France 

* Co-edition
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Introduce the works with mind-blowing and colorful illustrations in vivid colors. 

They have excellent senses of showing the lives of animals and plants, 

which you can’t see in other picture books.

Highlights 
by French Illustrators

<An Expedition To The Rain Forest>



In spring the singing of a swallow, in summer the sounds from the festivals, 
in autumn the sounds of falling leaves and finally in winter the sounds of the snow. 
Children will learn about the various different sounds which each season makes.

 
At night, nothing seems clear but when you get used to the dark, 
you will see a bat and an owl trying to hunt a prey and also a sundrops blooming. 
The books introduces things coming into life at night.

Juliette Le Roux

Even though a tree seem to be still everyday, 
but even a tree changes itself to survive in the wild nature. 
While comparing a tree to a squirrel, the book shows how amazing vitality a tree has.

Emile Vast

The sharp parts of animals are very important to protect themselves 
and fight against enemies. 
The book shows the sharp thorn of a hedgehog and horns of rhino 
and other interesting cases of animals to teach how animals use them in their lives. 

_
written&illustrated by Isabelle Carrier
24pp

_
written by Kim Sun-han 
illustrated by Juliette Le Roux 
24pp

_
written by Shin Sun-jae 
illustrated by Emile Vast 
24pp

_
written&illustrated by Isabelle Carrier
24pp
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Martine Bourre, Elgar

The story is about a year of a brown bear 
searching for food everyday from spring to winter. 
Children will learn how it is important to eat everyday to survive, 
reading about the brown bear who eats a lot.

Not only humans but also animals have to sleep. 
The book tells where and how animals take sleep, 
and how important taking sleep is.

Aude Leonard

May Angeli

As time passes, a second becomes a minute, a day, a week, a month, and a year. 
Children will learn about the simple concept of the time 
and also how a certain time can be different between animals.
_
written by Na Hee-deok 
illustrated by Aude Leonard 
32pp

_
written by Lee Mi-ae
illustrated by Martine Bourre, Elgar
24pp

_
written&illustrated by Martine Bourre 
24pp

The author wanted to express the vitality of morning glory 
which she had in her garden. 
The book is about the growth stages of morning glory 
to let children know that even plant moves and grows up.
_
written&illustrated by May Angeli 
24pp

Who Is Better?

illustrated by Martin Boure
written by Lee Sang-kyo 
All rights available

What To Play With?

illustrated by Martin Boure
written by Cho Eun-soo 
All rights available

What To Make?

illustrated by Martin Boure
written by Shin Jeong-min 
All rights available
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_
written by Lee Chun-young 
illustrated by Lee Jin-a 
24pp

Animals with different sizes and weights 
ride a bicycle together, going up and down 
the smooth paths and bumpy roads. 
Children will learn the basic principle of the power 
which makes things move.

_
written by Kim Yun-kyung 
designed by Mano a mano 
32pp

The substance is the basic of an object. 
The uses and shapes depend 
on the substances of the objects. 
In this book, it tells how it has different qualities 
between glass, metal, tree, rock, plastic and cloth.

_
written by Kim Kyung-hoo 
designed by Mano a mano 
24pp

 
Just like children love playing with a mirror, 
in this adorable picture book, 
little dolls reflect themselves in every objects. 
Children will love to see these interesting images, 
which encourages their imaginative power.

_
written by Kim Jeong-hee
illustrated by Kin Jin-hwa
24pp

This book shows the special 
qualities of rubber band while playing with it. 
Children will understand the qualities of rubber 
and many ways to play with rubbers.

_
written by Lee Chun-young
illustrated by Park Su-ji 
24pp

In the land of fairy, the flooding 
came and trashed everywhere. 
However various kinds of cars are eager 
to help re-build the land. 
Children will learn many types of cars which
they are and what function they can do.
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Introduces picture books by Korean authors with creative expressions and beautiful illustrations. 

They expand the world of picture books ranging from the greatness of and lives 

to scientific principles of heat and energy.

Woongjin Thinkbig 
Picture Book Collection

<Hello, It’s Me?>



_
written by Kim Su-ju 
illustrated by Lee Jong-kyun 
24pp

Do other animals eat three times a day? 
No! Different animals eat different things 
at different times. This book shows 
how it is different between animals to eat, 
and what kinds of different things they eat.

_
written by Kim Tae-hee 
illustrated by Kim Jeong-eun 
24pp

This book observes a cat’s behaviors and habits. 
A cat seems to be sleepy all day long 
but the book tells cats are excellent hunters 
with quick move and sharp claws. 
Not only about cat but children will 
also learn the attitude toward pets.

_
written by Hwang Bo-yun
illustrated by Kwon Mun-hee 
24pp

This book is about how even animal can communicate. 
You will be surprised to know 
the ways of animals’ communication, 
which animals have developed for a very long period. 

The appearance of animals are very various.
Follow the unique and fun 
movements of different animals and develop 
curiosity about animals.
_
written by Park Yu-kyung
illustrated by Choi Mi-ran 
24pp

_
written by Park Yu-kyung
illustrated by Jung Mun-ju
24pp

A boy wants to have a penguin as his pet,
so he asks a lot of questions to his mom. 
Through mom’s answers,he boy realize what he should do 
to live with a penguin on the earth together.
_
written&illustrated by Cho Eun-su
24pp

Animals’ poo tell lots of things about animals, 
for instance the species or food, size of animals and etc.
The book shows how animals use their poo 
in interesting ways. 

_
written by Cho Eun-su
illustrated by Kwon Mun-hee
28pp

Let’s follow a father and a daughter 
trying to find the best house in the world. 
In their searching, they show us lots of different houses 
where different animals are living in. 

_
written by Lim Jong-deok
illustrated by Han Ho-jin 
28pp

This book is for children who love 
dinosaurs and are curious about them. 
It shows the steps of the excavation of 
dinosaurs’ bones and what to discover 
during the excavation.  

This book brings many kinds of dinosaurs to a city! 
Children will love to see how dinosaurs help fighting 
fire in a high building using 
their own characteristics. 
_
written by Kim Hee-nam
illustrated by Lee Kwang-ik
32pp

This book is about extinct animals and 
plants in the Cambrian period, 
and their relation to the present 
animals and plants.
_
written by Ne Eun-hee
illustrated by Kang Woo-geun
32pp
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_
written by Ji Jeong-woo
designed by Mano a mano
28pp

The structure of a building seems 
very complicated but it simply consists of pillars, 
plates, arches and domes. 
This book shows the structure of a building 
in simple way while folding and cutting papers 
to teach the basics of the structure.

_
written by Kim Seong-eun 
illustrated by Kim Seong-hee
28pp

_
written by Kim Seong-eun 
illustrated by Kim Seong-hee
28pp

This book shows how our eyes can be easily mistaken
and how our brains recognize what we see through eyes. 
It encourages children to have a question always 
to what we see.

This book is about the stages of car developments
as the scientific technologies have evolved. 
It shows various cars in the history and 
also explains the technologies 
which made an important effect to car history.

This book flies a paper airplane and shows 
the principle of how paper airplane works. 
While children read various ways of making 
better paper airplanes flying higher and longer, 
it encourages children to have scientific curiosity 
to everything.
_
written by Jeong Chang-hoon
illustrated by Lee Hye-ryun
28pp

_
written by Kim Seong-eun 
illustrated by Oh Jeong-taek
32pp

A boy finds a frozen monster outside the house. 
He brings the monster into home, 
and have him seated by the a stove to warm up 
and dry his hair with hair dryer. 
Children will learn that there is the heat 
in our every day life and what the heat does to our life.

_
written by Kim Kyung-hoo 
illustrated by Kang Hye-sook
18pp

The lights can make interesting images
as they have special qualities like going straight,
reflecting, and having multiple colors. 
The book itself is a stage and a tool as well 
to show how the lights work.

_
written by Kim Kyung-hoo
illustrated by Kang Hye-sook
18pp

There are many kinds of powers on the earth,
for example, friction and gravity. 
Children will learn about interesting powers
working on the earth which stop a rolling ball 
and fall down an apple on a tree. 
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_
written by Kim Hyung-jun
illustrated by Won Hye-jin
28pp

How do bones look like? 
Why do we have bones? 
What happens if we don’t have bones? 
This book tells us where the bones are
in our bodies and what they do.

This book is about how our bodies work 
without our awareness, for example, 
getting sweat, gooseflesh, and fart. 
Children will learn that our bodies are working
constantly to live and to protect ourselves. 

_
written by Park Chan-young
illustrated by Kim Go-eun 
32pp

This book shows how a snake, 
a dragonfly and a hart go through 
dramatic changes as they grow up.
Children will learn the meaning 
and the process of growing up as they see 
many animals turning into grown up. 

_
written by Kim Hyung-jun
illustrated by Won Hye-jin
28pp

 

This books is about how flowers 
compete each other for pollination and propagation.
Children will learn about the relation between 
flowers and insects and also the inside 
structure of flowers.
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_
written by Na Eun-hee
illustrated by Cho Mi-ja 
24pp

You will love to play with everything 
from the nature. This book shows 
how to play with flower and trees 
which you see everyday nearby home.

_
written by Seok Sun-ja
illustrated by Yu Jin-hee
28pp

You can see many kinds of mushrooms 
in the woods in autumn. 
Children will realize the amazing strategy of mushrooms 
to survive and how they choose their place 
by the way of spreading a spore in order to
grow and reproduce safely. 

_
written by Lee Ji-yun
illustrated by Lee Kyung-seok
28pp
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_
written by Park Eun-ho 
illustrated by Yun Bong-sun
24pp

This book follows the footprints or holes left 
on the foreshore to show children 
the species living in the foreshore. 
While they observe the animals, 
they will realize the powerful energy of lives.

_
written by Shin Sun-jae
illustrated by Kim Si-young
24pp

This book introduces various kinds of insects 
which are too small to find at first glance. 
Children will learn the characteristics of insects, 
for example who they are and where they live.

_
written by Cho Jin-ryung 
illustrated by Kim Young-soo 
24pp

Who would like to live underground 
where is with high humidity and no light? 
But to surprise, many kinds of animals live underground
to avoid cold or hot weather, to hide from predator, 
or even just like to be underground. 
See what kinds of animals are living underground.

This books shows what happens 
when wind blows.
From shaking clothes hanging on a washing line, 
to making giant wave overwhelming a town, 
it shows the power of the wind.
_
written by Na Hee-deok
illustrated by Soboki
24pp

_
written by Lee Mi-ae 
illustrated by Choi Min-oh
28pp

This story shows the advantages of living in a herd
while telling the story of a little elephant 
on journey to find water in dry season. 
Children will see many kinds of 
animals living in a prairie.

_
written by Jeong Chang-hoon 
illustrated by Noh In-kyung 
32pp

This story shows the lives and activities 
in the spaceship through the space trip 
from the earth to the space station. 
It shows what astronauts eat, drink, wear, do,
wash and sleep in the space.

_
written by Kim Eun-ha
illustrated by Lee Jong-mi
24pp

This books is about how little sands
are made from a big and solid rocks. 
Children will learn that the earth 
we are living in is consisted of many 
kinds rocks and how big rocks are turning 
into small sands.
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